(There’s a song title in there somewhere)
This term we have spent a lot of time encouraging social activities, sharing, family science, park visits, sensory time and,
to be honest…. Fun!
Welcome to the Christmas 2015 edition of the Autism News
Letter. It’s been a bumper term. We’ve had new arrivals,
Christmas Panto’s, Metro trains and hiking fells. We hope you
enjoy reading about the highlights of our term almost as much as
we have enjoyed doing the activities in the first place.

As part of Community Skills this term A3 class enjoyed a trip to
the Spineless exhibition at the Hancock Museum in Newcastle.
However what made the trip a real adventure was that instead
of going on the old school mini bus we decided to take the
smooth riding Metro and a short walk once in Newcastle. The trip went down well, as can be seen from the
pictures. This linked in with our Science lessons too, where we have been looking at
Insects and Arachnids. We even had time to enjoy a
McDonalds while we were out on Northumberland St. The
whole of A3 thoroughly enjoyed their trip and I look forward
to taking them back in the Spring Term to study the animals
that can be seen in places like Castle Eden Dene. This of
course will be followed up with an actual trip to these places
to see if we can see and possibly photograph the animals for

Wellies required came the call one day! We excitedly wrote in the diaries
asking for wellies and they arrived the next day (thank you for that).
With that in hand off to Waldridge fell we went for a squelch in the mud.
We all enjoyed a great walk through the
mud. There were dogs to stroke and the
view wasn’t bad either!
This trip is a regular for A4 class and is also
proving to be extremely popular with A3.
We definitely sent home some tired
students that night.

Around about October half term the staff in the Autism Centre got together to talk about Christmas celebrations. It was suggested by Mrs Irving, that we should have our own Christmas performance, after an exciting
few minutes the idea had stuck. So
began and
were
made. Practice sessions took place and the excitement built up. The children all enjoyed the whole experience, especially the socialising, learning to sign, making the sets and tolerating change throughout the whole
process. We hope you enjoy the selection of pictures.

